ONE STEP BEYOND

Lawn care operators that say they are going to diversify may find it's 'easier said than done.' And it might make or break your business.

by Rudd McGary, Ph.D.

The marketplaces of the country are becoming more saturated with companies offering lawn care and landscape services. Consequently, diversification becomes one of the major avenues for these companies to earn more money from their current customer base.

In many cases, only through diversification can you achieve the type of growth you want. In many cases, the markets have so many companies offering the same services that it is extremely difficult to continue previous growth patterns.

Several issues should be considered when diversifying. Failure to consider these will result in problems.

Why more?
The first consideration is the reason behind offering new services.

For many companies, it is necessary to diversify. The growth rate in one type of service just isn't sufficient for many companies. This is especially true of companies that have been in business for a number of years and which have worked very hard to build up a loyal customer base. In this case, diversifying makes sense.

There are, however, some companies that decide to diversify simply because "the thrill is gone." When the company was just starting, there was a certain excitement. Everyone put in long hours, did all the jobs, and were driven by starting a new company. Many of these companies go on to mid-sized existence. The management talents needed to grow to the present size aren't useful to take the company to the next level. So the decision to diversify is a combination of losing both that initial excitement and finding out that the company doesn't respond the same way to the old management skills. If your company is diversifying for these reasons, you're not taking the right action.

What customers?
Assuming that you are diversifying for the right reasons, your next task is to profile your current customers. A great many questions should be asked. It's easier to profile them if you ask them in sequence:

1. What kind of demographic profile can you see among your customers? If you are in residential work, you should determine the average age, income and home value of your customers. Using these three basic variables will give you a good start on a demographic profile.

If you are in commercial work, you need to determine the type of organizations you service, how big they are and who the buyer is.

2. What is the usage profile of your current customer base? Do you have customers who receive periodic — weekly, monthly, etc.—work? Is your customer base made up of people who purchase your services on a one-time basis, like certain types of design/build work? If your customer base is mostly people who purchase periodic services, how long have the accounts been customers of your company?

3. What kind of marketing/ advertising have you done in the past? There is a big difference between marketing lawn care and marketing design/build landscaping, between mowing/ maintenance and tree and shrub work. You should consider your past marketing/ advertising efforts with this in focus.

How have your approached your current customers? You should also consider the most efficient methods among those you use. What approaches gave you the best results in terms of customer attraction? In terms of closing percentages? You need to be aware of the past efforts and their effectiveness if you want to be effective in your future marketing.

4. Why do you believe your current customer base will buy your new offering? This question must be answered before you begin any attempts to purchase equipment, to begin a new marketing program, or to consider new personnel. For instance, many companies that were in lawn care decided to try carpet cleaning. They haven't been hugely successful. Some offerings make sense, others don't. Before you begin, consider the fact that consumer buying behavior is very different from service to service. So you must make sure your offering makes sense to your current customer base.

5. Did you check with your current customer base before you decided to offer a new service? Some companies do, some don't. There is no guarantee either way, but often it is helpful to ask your current customers what new services they would purchase. In order to get this information, you should start sending out questionnaires the year before you want to add the service, perhaps even two or three
Two or three people may respond that they would like a new service. That doesn’t make up a customer base.

new service is going to be, and making sure that you have some input from your customers on how well they will accept your new offering, you can ask the final marketing/advertising question:

6. How is your company going to reach the current customer base in order to let them know of your new offering? The basic consideration is whether to use your current advertising mechanism to advertise your new service. Will you use new mailers? Will you include your new service offerings with the invoice? Should you consider these new services as service extensions or will they be completely new offerings? Every answer given to each of these questions will help determine your advertising/communication strategy.

Summary
It’s next to impossible to give answers to the above questions unless you consider each of them from a single company point of view. No one single way of introducing new services to your current customer base is correct. It depends on your current customers, the types of services you are going to offer, and how you have reached your customers in the past.

By considering all of the above questions, you should have a better planning system for marketing new services to your current customer base.